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Abstract
The maximal partial spreads of PG(3; 4) were recently classi2ed by Leonard Soicher. Each
such partial spread (with r lines, say) yields a translation net of order 16 and degree r and hence
a set of r−2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order 16. We determine which of these nets are
transversal-free. In particular, we obtain sets of t MAXMOLS(16) for two previously unknown
cases, namely for t = 9 and 10.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Packing 2nite projective spaces with disjoint subspaces has for many years been
a topic of considerable interest in Galois Geometry. In particular, one studies partial
spreads, i.e., collections of pairwise disjoint lines in a space PG(3; q); see Hirschfeld
[10] for background. A set of r mutually skew lines for which any other line meets
at least one line of the set will be referred to as a maximal partial spread (MPS) of
size r. The maximal partial spreads of PG(3; 4) were recently classi2ed via a computer
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search (up to projective equivalence) by Leonard Soicher [18]. We brieHy summarize
his results in the following table:
Size r 11 12 13 14 17
Number of MPS 6 3 13 4 3
Note that two of the MPS’s of size 14 in [18] are equivalent under the Frobenius
involution of GF(4), so that the four projectively inequivalent examples reduce to three
examples if we consider equivalence under the larger group PLL(4; 4), in agreement
with the classi2cation by van Dam [7].
An interesting combinatorial problem (which seems at 2rst sight not at all related
to partial spreads) is the determination of the pairs (s; t) for which a maximal set
of t mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order s exist; we shall refer to such a set
as t MAXMOLS(s). This problem is, for instance, discussed in [2, Chapter X] and
in [5, Section IV.27]; see also [15] for a survey. We will be interested in the case
s=16. According to the tables in [5] and some recent results of Drake et al. [9] and
Bedford and Whitaker [1], MAXMOLS(16) are known for t∈{1; 2; 3; 4; 11; 15}; by
Bruck’s completion theorem, they cannot exist for t=13 and 14, cf. [2, Section X.7].
Using MPS’s in PG(3; 4), we will obtain sets of t MAXMOLS(16) for two previously
undecided cases, namely for t=9 and 10.
Indeed, there is a useful connection between partial spreads in PG(3; q) and sets
of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order q2 which we will now outline. Any r
mutually skew lines in PG(3; q) may be viewed as a collection of r pairwise disjoint
subgroups of order q2 in the additive group of the vector space V=V (4; q) (mean-
ing, of course, that any two of these subgroups intersect trivially). This is a particular
example of a so-called partial congruence partition (PCP) and therefore leads to a
(translation) net of order s= q2 and degree r by taking the vectors in V as points
and all the translates of the speci2ed r subgroups as lines, cf. [12,2]. If the given
partial spread is actually maximal, one may hope that the associated net is likewise
maximal, resulting in t= r − 2 MAXMOLS(s), s= q2. This approach has been used
successfully by the 2rst author in his papers [13,14]. However, in general, the associ-
ated net may well be extendable; it is easily seen that this happens if and only if the
net admits a transversal, i.e., a set of s points meeting every line of the net in a unique
point.
In the present article, we will determine for all maximal partial spreads in PG(3; 4)
whether or not the associated net is maximal (and hence transversal-free). An
interesting fact that will emerge is that the answer only depends on the size of
the MPS, and not on its structure: An MPS in PG(3; 4) yields a maximal net if
and only if it has size t∈{11; 12; 13}. It should be noted that, in general, there
can be MPS’s in PG(3; q) of the same size, some of which yield maximal nets
while others do not; see [13,11] for examples for the case d= q − 1 (where, as
usual, d= q2+1−r denotes the de:ciency of the MPS and the associated
net).
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Up to now, maximal partial spreads have only been applicable for constructing MAX-
MOLS if their de2ciency is either small (meaning d6q) or critical (d= q+1); this is
due to the fact that one knows only in these cases, cf. [2, Section X.7], strong general
results about the intersection behaviour of transversals of nets. The case of MPS’s of
size 11 (hence de2ciency 6) in PG(3; 4) just misses this range; nevertheless, we will
be able to handle it, albeit with a lot of eNort (the cases with d65 being considerably
easier). To this end, we will use a mixture of geometric, algebraic and combinatorial
arguments, containing some new ideas; it is hoped that these ideas will also prove
useful in the more general setting of PG(3; q).
2. The cases r¿12
In this short section, we shall discuss the easy cases, namely maximal partial spreads
of size r¿12 in =PG(3; 4). In case r=17, the associated net is a translation plane
of order 16 and hence trivially maximal. We refer to [8] for the classi2cation of the
translation planes of order 16.
For r=14, the MPS’s are—up to equivalence under PLL(4; 4), as already discussed
in Section 1—exactly the examples classi2ed by van Dam [7]. In other words, the 15
points of  not covered by an MPS S of size 14 (called the holes of S) form a
Baer subgeometry 0=PG(3; 2) of  which we may take to be the “natural” Baer
subgeometry coordinatized by the binary vectors in V=V (4; 4). Let us denote the
corresponding subgroup of order 16 of V by U , and write GF(4)= {0; 1; !; !2}. Then
U , !U and !2U are three pairwise disjoint subgroups partitioning the (quaternary)
vectors associated with the 15 holes; hence they may be added to the PCP determined
by S to give a larger PCP with 17 components. Thus the net associated with S
extends to a translation plane; in particular, it is not maximal.
As proved in [13], any MPS in PG(3; q) with d= q leads to a translation net which
cannot be extended to a translation plane. For the special case q=4, this result was
used in [14, Example 3.6] to show that any MPS of size 13 in  gives a transversal-
free net and hence 11 MAXMOLS(16).
We still need to consider an MPS S of size 12 in . Let us assume that the
associated net D has a transversal. By [14, Theorem 4.3], D extends to a larger
translation net; thus we may adjoin a further subgroup U of order 16 of V to the
PCP P determined by S. As S was maximal, U is not a subspace of V . We now
consider the three distinct subgroups U , !U and !2U of V . Note 2rst that these
subgroups are actually transversals, as the mapping x →!x of V 2xes the subgroups
associated with the lines of S and therefore induces a collineation of D. Next observe
|U ∩!U |= |!U ∩!2U |= |!2U ∩U |:
As d=5, we are in the case of critical de2ciency so that the results of Ostrom [16]
apply. In particular, there cannot be three distinct transversals which pairwise intersect
in at least two points. Hence we actually have
|U ∩!U |= |!U ∩!2U |= |!2U ∩U |=1:
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It is now clear that we may add the three subgroups U , !U and !2U to the PCP
P to obtain a PCP P′ with 15 components and hence a corresponding translation net
D′ extending D. By Bruck’s completion theorem (see [2, Section X.7]), D′ actually
extends to an aRne translation plane. In particular, there exists a transversal of D′ and
thus a further subgroup W which may be adjoined to P′. Applying a similar reasoning
as before, we see that the three subgroups W , !W and !2W are again pairwise disjoint
transversals which may be added to the PCP P′ to obtain a PCP with 18 components,
which is absurd.
Summing up, we have proved the following results.
Theorem 2.1. Let S be a maximal partial spread of size r in PG(3; 4), and let D
denote the associated translation net of order 16 and degree r. For r=14, D can be
embedded into an a=ne translation plane. For r=13 and 12, D is transversal-free.
Corollary 2.2. There exist t MAXMOLS(16) for t=11 and 10.
As the proof of Theorem 2.1 is computer-free, it may be desirable to have a theoretical
argument for the existence of maximal partial spreads of sizes 12 and 13 in PG(3; 4)
instead of relying on the computer result of [18]. We do so by modifying an explicit
construction for maximal partial spreads with de2ciencies q+ 1 and q in PG(3; q) for
odd q given by the 2rst author in [14, Example 6.2 and Remark 6.5]. All that is needed
is the observation that there exists an irreducible polynomial of the form x2 + x + 
with  	=0; 1 over GF(q) also in the case of even q¿4; then the rest of the arguments
apply without any changes. But this follows from a trivial counting argument: there
are exactly q=2 choices for  resulting in a reducible polynomial (note that  is a root
of x2 + x +  if and only if  + 1 is). Since q¿4 and as =0 gives a reducible
polynomial, the additional condition  	=1 can certainly be satis2ed.
3. The case r = 11
In this section, we discuss the remaining case, namely maximal partial spreads of
size r=11 in =PG(3; 4). Our aim is to obtain the following results.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be any maximal partial spread of size 11 in PG(3; 4). Then the
associated translation net D of order 16 and degree 11 is transversal-free.
Corollary 3.2. There exist 9 MAXMOLS(16).
As already mentioned, this case is considerably more involved than the cases discussed
in the previous section. The main reason for this is d¿q + 1. Now the only general
result known on the intersection behaviour of transversals is the fact that two distinct
transversals intersect in at most d− 1 points, see [2, Lemma X.7.6]. In particular, it is
not clear if a transversal T through the origin 0∈V is necessarily a subgroup; in fact,
it is not even obvious how T can intersect a one-dimensional subspace of V . The 2rst
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step of our proof will solve this problem in the special case under consideration. But
2rst we state a simple but extremely useful general lemma concerning the holes of an
MPS (i.e., the points not covered by a line of the MPS) which seems not to have been
noted before.
Lemma 3.3. Let S be a maximal partial spread in =PG(3; q), denote by D the
associated translation net, and let T be any transversal of D through the origin 0 of
V=V (4; q). Then the point 〈u〉 of  is a hole for every element u 	=0 of T. Moreover,
if 0; u; v are three elements of T for which 〈u〉 and 〈v〉 are distinct points of , then
the “sum” 〈u+ v〉 of these two holes is likewise a hole.
Proof. If 〈u〉 would be on a line of S, the corresponding subgroup U would intersect
the transversal T in the distinct elements 0 and u, a contradiction. Thus 〈u〉 is indeed
a hole. Now let 〈u〉 and 〈v〉 be distinct points, where 0; u; v∈T . We apply the 2rst
assertion to the transversal T + u of D, noting u; 0; u + v∈T + u, to conclude that
〈u+ v〉 is indeed a hole.
From now on, we consider any 2xed transversal T of the net D associated with a
given MPS S of size 11 in =PG(3; 4); without loss of generality, we also assume
that T contains the origin 0. Of course, we want to obtain some contradiction in order
to prove that no transversal exists, as claimed in Theorem 3.1. Let u∈T , where u 	=0.
We call the point 〈u〉 of  thin if 〈u〉∩T = {0; u}; semifat if |〈u〉∩T |=3; and fat if
〈u〉⊆T . The 2rst major step in obtaining the desired contradiction consists of showing
that T “contains” only thin points.
Proposition 3.4. Let 〈u〉 be a hole of  which intersects T in a non-zero vector of
V=V (4; 4). Then 〈u〉 is thin.
Proof. We may assume u∈T . We 2rst claim that 〈u〉 cannot be fat. Assume otherwise,
and pick any v∈T with v =∈〈u〉. By assumption, u∈T for all ∈GF(4)∗. Note that
the transversal T + u contains the elements 0 and v+ u. By Lemma 3.3, the points
〈u〉, 〈v〉 and 〈u+ v〉 are holes for all ∈GF(4)∗. Thus the line of  joining the two
points 〈u〉 and 〈v〉 consists entirely of holes, contradicting the maximality of S.
We now show that there is at most one semifat point in T . Assume otherwise, say
0; u; v∈T , where the distinct points 〈u〉 and 〈v〉 of  are both semifat. Thus u∈T
for some  	=0; 1. As before, we see that the points 〈u〉, 〈v〉, 〈u+ v〉 and 〈u+ v〉 are
holes. As 〈v〉 is also semifat, either v∈T or 2v∈T . In the 2rst case, we note that
the transversal T + v contains 0 and u + v, so that 〈u + v〉= 〈2u + v〉 is a hole,
giving again a line of  which consists entirely of holes, a contradiction. Similarly,
in the second case the transversal T + 2v contains 0 and u + 2v so that 〈2u + v〉
is a hole again, giving the same contradiction as before.
We still need to show that there cannot be even one semifat point in T ; thus assume
0; u; u∈T . As T has 16 elements, we get 13 vectors v∈T\〈u〉. For each choice of
v, the points 〈u〉, 〈v〉, 〈u + v〉 and 〈u + v〉 are holes (as before). As no point 〈v〉
is semifat, we get 3 · 13 points distinct from 〈u〉 in this way, all of which are holes.
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But there are only 30 holes altogether, so that there must be holes occurring in two
diNerent ways. Thus we may assume 0; u; u; v; v′∈T , where v′ gives a hole on the line
L through 〈u〉 and 〈v〉. As 〈v〉 is not semifat and as L cannot consist of holes only, we
have 〈v′〉 	= 〈u〉; 〈v〉; 〈2u+ v〉. Without loss of generality, we may assume 〈v′〉=〈u+ v〉
(otherwise we may replace u by u′ = u and u by u′ = u, where = 2). Now there
are three possibilities to consider. If v′ = u + v, the transversal T + u contains the
elements 0 and (u + v) + u= 2u + v, contradicting our observation that 〈2u + v〉
cannot be a hole. Similarly, the case v′ = (u+ v) leads to the same contradiction by
considering T + v and noting 〈(u+ v)+ v〉= 〈2u+ v〉. Finally, the case v′ = 2(u+ v)
is excluded as before by considering T + u.
Thus T gives rise to 15 thin points of . The next step of the proof consists in
investigating how T may intersect a line of , i.e., a two-dimensional subspace 〈u; v〉
of V .
Proposition 3.5. Let 0; u; v∈T , where 〈u〉 and 〈v〉 are distinct points of . Then the
line L= 〈u; v〉 intersects T either in {0; u; v} or in the subgroup {0; u; v; u+ v} of V.
Proof. We 2rst show that T cannot contain the vector (u + v) for  	=0; 1. Assume
otherwise, and consider the transversals T + u and T + v. By Lemma 3.4, both
〈u+ v〉= 〈(u+ v) + u〉 and 〈2u+ v〉= 〈(u+ v) + v〉
are holes, so that L would consist entirely of holes, contradicting the maximality of S.
It remains to be checked that T cannot contain a non-zero multiple of a vector of
the form u + v for some  	=0; 1. There are three cases to consider. If u + v∈T ,
then 〈(u + v) + u〉=〈2u + v〉 is a hole by Lemma 3.4, giving a line of holes and
thus the usual contradiction. Similarly, if u + 2v∈T , then 〈u + v〉 is a hole, again
giving a line of holes. Finally, assume that 2u+v belongs to T . Then the transversal
T ′ =T + 2u+ v contains the three vectors 0, (2u+ v) + u= (u+ v) and (2u+
v) + v= 2(u + v). Thus 〈u + v〉 would be a semifat point for the transversal T ′,
contradicting Proposition 3.4.
We are now in a position to investigate the geometry of T considered as a set of 15
points in . Let us 2rst introduce the following terminology: A hole of the form 〈u〉
for u∈T will be called transversal. We next prove that any transversal hole is on at
least two lines giving subgroups of order 4 in T , as in Proposition 3.5.
Proposition 3.6. Let u be any non-zero element of T. Then there exist at least two
distinct lines L of  through 〈u〉 for which the intersection L∩T has cardinality 4
(and thus is a subgroup of V).
Proof. Observe 2rst that any plane of  contains either 6 holes (if a line of S lies in
) or 10 holes (otherwise). Let L be a line through 〈u〉 which contains exactly three
holes (if such a line exists). Then any plane through L has to contain at least one line
L′ through 〈u〉 which contains an even number of holes (including 〈u〉), as the number
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of holes in a plane is always even; let us call such a line an even line. As there are
2ve planes through L, we see that there have to exist at least 2ve even lines, provided
that there exists a line through 〈u〉 with exactly three holes.
Now each transversal hole 〈v〉 	= 〈u〉 gives rise to a line Luv containing at least one
further hole, namely the sum 〈u+ v〉. By Proposition 3.5, Luv gives rise to a subgroup
of order 4 in T if and only if 〈u+v〉 is actually transversal. Assume 2rst that this never
happens. Then the 14 transversal holes 〈v〉 distinct from 〈u〉 give rise to 14 distinct
lines of , containing together at least 29=1 + 2 · 14 holes. But the total number of
holes is only 30, so that all but one of the 14 lines Luv have to contain exactly three
holes. Therefore the argument in the preceding paragraph applies, and we should have
at least 2ve even lines. But clearly only one even line can exist in our situation, a
contradiction.
Similarly, assume that only one line Luv gives rise to a subgroup of order 4 in
T . Then the 12 transversal holes 〈w〉 not on Luv give rise to 12 distinct lines of ,
accounting together with Luv for at least 27=3+ 2 · 12 holes. But the total number of
holes is only 30, so that all but three of these 13 lines have to contain exactly three
holes. Again the argument in the 2rst paragraph applies, and we should have at least
2ve even lines, whereas at most three such lines can exist.
Proposition 3.7. Let u; a; b be three non-zero elements of T, and assume that Lua and
Lub are two distinct lines L of  through 〈u〉 for which the intersection L∩T is a
subgroup of order 4 of V. Then
〈u; a; b〉∩T ⊆{0; a; b; u; a+ b; a+ u; b+ u; a+ b+ u}; (1)
i.e., the intersection of T and the plane  spanned by Lua and Lub is contained in
the Baer subplane 0 of  de:ned by the three vectors u; a; b. Moreover, 0 consists
entirely of holes.
Proof. The 2nal assertion follows from Lemma 3.3, as 0; u; a; u+ a; b; u+ b all belong
to T by hypothesis. Note, however, that we do not know at this point whether or not
the holes belonging to a+ b and u+ a+ b are transversal.
Now assume the existence of a vector x∈T such that the transversal hole 〈x〉 is in
\0. By Proposition 3.5, 〈x〉 cannot lie on either of the lines Lua and Lub. Assume 2rst
that 〈x〉 lies on the third line of 0 through 〈u〉, namely on 〈u; a+b〉, say x= u+(a+b).
Using Lemma 3.3, we get a line of holes, namely the points belonging to a, b, a+ b,
x+ (u+ a)= 2a+ b and x+ (u+ b)= a+ 2b, contradicting the maximality of S.
We still have to consider the case where we have a transversal hole on one of the
two non-Baer lines of  through 〈u〉, say on L=〈u; a+ b〉, where  	=0; 1. There are
exactly four subcases to consider, namely the points 〈y〉 with y= a+b, y= u+a+b,
y= u+ a+ 2b or y= u+ 2a+ b; note that these four vectors indeed give the four
remaining points on L. Now we observe that each of these four points is collinear
with two of the transversal holes in 0; for instance, the point 〈u + a + 2b〉 is
collinear with 〈u + a〉 and 〈u + b〉, as u + a + 2b= (u + a) + 2(u + b). But then
Proposition 3.5, applied to the line of  generated by the two transversal holes under
consideration (in our example, the subspace 〈u+a; u+b〉 of V ), shows that y could not
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possibly be in T , since it is not the sum of the two elements of T giving the speci2ed
transversal holes (in the example, y should be a+ b=(u+ a) + (u+ b) which is not
the case).
Proposition 3.8. Assume the existence of a transversal of D. Then the set of holes
contains a Baer subgeometry 0, without loss of generality the natural PG(3; 2)
induced by the 16 binary vectors in V.
Proof. It will suRce to show that T gives rise to a Baer subplane of transversal holes,
that is, that there exist u; a; b∈T such that equality holds in (1). For then we may
select a vector in T\〈u; a; b〉, say c; by Lemma 3.3, the sums of the transversal hole
〈c〉 and the seven transversal holes in 〈u; a; b〉 yield seven further holes. As u; a; b; c are
linearly independent vectors, they span V and may therefore be taken (up to projective
equivalence) to be the four vectors in the canonical basis of V . But then the 15 holes
exhibited form indeed the natural Baer subgeometry 0 of .
We now determine the desired Baer subplane of transversal holes. We shall show a
little more than needed, as we may 2x a non-zero vector u∈T . Let us call a hole which
is neither transversal nor the sum of two transversal holes one of which is 〈u〉 (as in
Lemma 3.3) special. Also, call a line Luv of  full if it intersects T in a subgroup of
order 4, cf. Proposition 3.5. Consider any plane  generated by two full lines through
〈u〉. By Proposition 3.7,  contains a Baer subplane of holes and the remaining three
holes (note that  contains at least 7 and hence exactly 10 holes) of  must be special,
since none of them can be transversal.
Now assume that our assertion does not hold and 2x a full line L=Luv and consider
the 2ve planes through L. Assume 2rst of all that L does not contain special holes. Then
each of these planes contains at most one further full line. Denote by  the number of
these planes which do contain a further full line. As we have seen, each such plane
contains at least three special holes (note that the holes 〈a + b〉 and 〈u + a + b〉 in
Proposition 3.7 might also be special), and each of the remaining 5− planes contains
at least one special hole (as it contains an even line, using the proof of Proposition
3.6). Thus we have at least 3+(5−)= 5+2 special holes. Now denote the number
of full lines through 〈u〉 by . Using the same type of argument as in the proof of
Proposition 3.6, we see that we have exactly 2+1 special holes. Hence 5+262+1,
i.e., ¿+ 2. But by our assumptions, = + 1, a contradiction.
Assume from now on that every full line contains a special hole. Consider again two
full lines Lua and Lub passing through u as in the proof of Proposition 3.7. Suppose
that one of the holes 〈a + b〉 or 〈u + a + b〉 is a transversal hole. Then the Baer
subplane de2ned by u; a; b has at least four full lines each de2ning a special hole. So
this plane has 7 holes in the Baer subplane de2ned by u; a; b and 4 special holes. This is
impossible; it contains 10 holes. So neither 〈a+b〉 nor 〈u+a+b〉 is a transversal hole;
they both are special. Together with the three special holes not in the Baer subplane,
this plane has 5 special holes.
Consider now a full line Luv, which by assumption has one special hole. The  planes
with a second full line through u all contain four extra holes. As there are altogether
30 holes, the line Luv lies in exactly one plane with six holes. Suppose one of the
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holes of this plane, not belonging to Luv, is transversal. Then Lemma 3.3 would imply
that this plane has at least 4+1+3=8 holes, where we 2rst count the four holes on
Luv, then the transversal hole not on Luv, and then the three other holes guaranteed by
applying Lemma 3.3. This is impossible. So also this plane gives two extra special
holes. In total, we obtain at least 1+4+2 special holes. Reasoning as above, we get
a contradiction.
Proposition 3.9. Let S be a maximal partial spread of size 11 in PG(3; 4) for which
the associated translation net D of order 16 and degree 11 has a transversal. Then
the set of holes of S is the disjoint union of two Baer subgeometries PG(3; 2).
Proof. The preceding proposition shows that there is a Baer subgeometry 0=PG(3; 2)
contained in the set of holes. Now the set of holes H intersects every plane of PG(3; 4)
in either 6 or 10 points. As every plane intersects 0 in 3 or 7 points, it has to intersect
H0 =H\0, a set of size 15, in either three or seven points.
Consider any plane  intersecting H0 in 7 points. We claim that  has to meet H0
in a blocking set. To see this, suppose that  contains an external line to H0; then the
2ve planes through this line contain already at least 3 ·5 points of H0. But H0 has size
15; hence there is equality, and an external line only lies in planes with 3 points of
H0. Thus ∩H0 meets every line of . As H0 does not contain a line, ∩H0 is indeed
a blocking set; as it has size 7, it is a Baer subplane by a well-known result due to
Bruen [4].
Take such a plane  and consider a line L containing three holes in H0; through this
line pass three planes sharing 7 points with H0. Let 1 and 2 be two of these planes.
The corresponding Baer subplanes B1 and B2 which are the intersections of these planes
with H0 de2ne a unique Baer subgeometry 1. Any plane of 1 not passing through
L shares already 5 points with H0 and so shares a Baer subplane with H0. Since this
Baer subplane shares already two Baer sublines with 1, it is completely contained in
1. Hence, H0 =1, proving the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It follows from a computer search by Tim Penttila [17] that it
is impossible to partition PG(3; 4) into 11 lines and two Baer subgeometries. In view
of Proposition 3.9, there is no MPS of size 11 in PG(3; 4) whose associated translation
net has a transversal.
4. Concluding remarks
We conclude this paper with three remarks. In view of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, any
MPS of PG(3; 4) with size r∈{11; 12; 13} has to stay maximal when viewed as a
partial 3-spread in PG(7; 2). Thus we also have the following result which we think is
probably new.
Proposition 4.1. There exist maximal partial 3-spreads of sizes 11, 12 and 13 in
PG(7; 2).
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It is somewhat disappointing that we had to rely on the computer result of Penttila [17]
to obtain the 2nal contradiction in the proof of Theorem 3.1, after going all the way to
Proposition 3.9 by using theoretical reasoning. But in spite of some eNort, we could not
2nd a computer-free argument for this last step. In such cases, it is of course desirable
to have at least one independent con2rmation for the computer result. This could be
obtained from either looking at the six maximal partial spreads of size 11 in Soicher’s
list [18] explicitly or by using the classi2cation of translation planes of order 16, see
[8], which would be a bit like using artillery, though. Instead we conducted a computer
search for maximal systems of mutually skew lines in PG(3; 4)\PG(3; 2) based on the
computer program of [6] for determining the spreads of PG(3; 4)\PG(3; 2); and as it
seems of some interest to know all the possible sizes of such objects, we did not just
check whether 11 lines could be reached. The following result emerged:
Proposition 4.2. A maximal system of r pairwise skew lines in PG(3; 4)\PG(3; 2)
exists if and only if 66r610 or r=14.
Finally, we note that any system S of r pairwise skew lines in PG(3; 4)\PG(3; 2)
gives rise to a translation net of order 16 and degree r + 3, as the missing PG(3; 2)
can be used to add three further components to the PCP with r components de2ned by
S. To do so, one proceeds exactly as for the case of an MPS of size 14 in PG(3; 4)
discussed in Section 2. In view of the results of this paper, one might expect that
the associated translation nets are transversal-free provided that S is maximal. If this
should be true, one would also obtain t MAXMOLS(16) for the presently open cases
t=7 and 8; we intend to consider this problem in a later paper.
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